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Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in the effect of atmospheric gases on the properties of
graphene. We investigate the electrical and optical response of graphene-based field effect transistors that have
been exposed to high purity oxygen gas using a combination of ultrafast two-pulse correlation (to give high
temporal resolution) and low-frequency transport measurements (to monitor the photoinduced changes in the
Fermi level). By measuring the Fermi level shifts, we are only sensitive to the oxygen atoms that interact directly
with the surface. We compare our results to predictions of the empirical friction model for molecular desorption.
We show the time scale of the relaxation associated with oxygen desorption to be ∼100 fs, suggesting the
desorption proceeds through hot electron generation in the graphene rather than heating of the lattice through hot
phonon generation.
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Ultrafast laser measurements on graphene have afforded
great insight into quasiparticle relaxation mechanisms and
lifetimes in this material [1–4]. For example, it is now
known that, after ultrafast photoexcitation of the electrons,
energy relaxation occurs through mechanisms with markedly
different time scales: first through energy redistribution by
electron-electron scattering (∼10 fs), then thermalization with
optical phonons (∼100 fs), and finally, anharmonic decay of
optical phonons and/or coupling to substrate phonons (∼1 ps)
[2–4]. More recently, ultrafast laser measurements have been
used to probe the time scales of charge transfer to graphene
from photoexcited adsorbed molecules [5]. However, experimentally the exact time scales and mechanisms associated
with the adsorption and desorption of molecular species are
not well known [6].
Molecules that interact with graphene can significantly
influence its electrical, optical, and mechanical properties
[7–9]. This has led to graphene being used as the active element
in a range of sensing applications [10]. Studies of changes to
these properties have led to an understanding of the orientation
of adsorbed molecular species [11], chemical activity mediated
by the surface [12], and the type of electron scattering caused
[13]. Adsorbed gases have also been shown to affect the
THz conductivity of graphene [14]. Of particular interest is
the interaction of graphene with molecular oxygen. Oxygen
molecules can adsorb onto the surface of a pristine graphene
sheet resulting in fractional charge transfer from the graphene
to the oxygen. Recent studies have shown the importance of the
substrate and environmental conditions to this charge transfer
[15,16]. However, the nature of the interaction with oxygen
has yet to be fully explored, and it is unclear exactly how
and where the oxygen molecules bind to graphene and how
efficiently molecules can dissociate at these sites.
Here, we investigate the mechanisms, energies, and time
scales relevant for the molecular adsorption of oxygen
molecules on graphene. To do this, we have designed an
experiment which permits high electrical sensitivity to adsorbed molecular species coupled with the time resolution
offered by ultrafast laser pulses. By monitoring small changes
in electrical conductivity due to adsorbed molecular oxygen
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as a function of the time delay between pairs of correlated
laser pulses, we show that the energy relaxation time scale
associated with desorption of oxygen is very fast: ∼100 fs.
This indicates that a nonthermal, hot-electron mechanism is the
dominant desorption pathway. Such rapid energy dissipation
by hot electrons may explain the relative inefficiency of
photochemical processes in graphene [17].
Graphene flakes were mechanically exfoliated onto degenerately doped silicon substrates covered by a 300-nm-thick
SiO2 layer. Flakes were identified as single layers by optical
contrast measurements and Raman spectroscopy. A voltage,
Vg , applied between the doped silicon and graphene was
used to control the carrier density in the graphene. Multiple
electrical Cr/Au contacts (5/50 nm) were made to the flakes to
allow measurement of the differential resistance using a lowfrequency (3 kHz) lock-in technique with an applied ac current
of 6 μA. The samples were held in a high vacuum chamber
(nominally ∼10−7 mbar at room temperature). Oxygen gas
(99.5% purity) was introduced into the chamber at atmospheric
pressure to dose the graphene sample, before the chamber was
again pumped down to high vacuum.
Adsorbed molecules on graphene can cause a shift in the
Fermi level. This manifests itself as a shift of the resistance
maximum at Vg = VD (corresponding to the Dirac point). This
shift, VD , can be used to determine the level of doping in
the system. However, a simple, nongated measurement of the
graphene resistance cannot distinguish mobility changes from
shifts in the Fermi level. We therefore apply a sinusoidally
varying voltage(+/−30 V at 3 Hz) to the gate, allowing
the capture of a full R(Vg ) curve every ≈0.2 s (a rate and
range that is limited by charging processes in the silicon). By
tracking VD in real time, one can monitor changes in the charge
transfer processes occurring between adsorbed molecules and
the graphene layer, i.e., one can monitor changes in the binding
of molecular adsorbates.
It is important to note that by using the Fermi level position
of the graphene flake as a sensor we are only sensitive to
molecules directly interacting with the graphene. This allows
the measurement to be performed in a high vacuum chamber at
room temperature rather than the ultrahigh vacuum needed for
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FIG. 1. (a) Resistance versus gate voltage before and after oxygen
exposure (dashed and solid lines, respectively). The positions of the
Dirac points are indicated by the dotted lines. The inset shows the
sample layout. (b) The Dirac point position as a function of time
after oxygen exposure. The oxygen was admitted to the chamber at
t = 0 s. The inset shows the band structure of graphene with the
corresponding change in the Fermi level.

mass spectrometry techniques [18]. In order to photoexcite the
samples, the vacuum chamber had optical access for 800 nm,
100 fs laser pulses with a 1 kHz repetition rate. A variable
mechanical shutter allowed control over sample exposure to
laser pulses. In our experiments, effects due to steady state
heating of the sample can be neglected, as we observed
no dependence on the continuous exposure time. The pulse
fluence of the laser was nominally 47 J m−2 . The spot size of
the beam is considerably larger than the average size of the
graphene flakes: 4 mm and ∼10 μm, respectively.
Figure 1(a) shows the effect of adding oxygen at 1 atm to the
chamber. This results in an increase in the peak resistance of
the sample shown, though this effect varies from sample to
sample. All samples tested, meanwhile, displayed an increase
in the value of VD on exposure to oxygen. The shift of VD
arises due to a fractional charge transfer from the graphene to
the oxygen [19]. This shift eventually saturates to a value that is
repeatable over multiple pumping-doping cycles as saturation
adsorbate coverage is obtained. A control experiment with
nitrogen was observed to have significantly smaller VD .
The maximum shift of ∼16 V for doping with oxygen
[Fig. 1(b)] is equivalent to a change in carrier density of
11 × 1011 cm−2 (calculated from net = 0 r VD where r
and t are the permittivity and thickness of the SiO2 layer,
respectively). Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
for oxygen adsorption on graphene predict transfer of ∼
0.01–0.02 electrons per molecule from graphene [19] with
binding energies < 60 meV, although this depends on the
density of states in the graphene [11]. For the saturation
voltage observed in experiment, this would correspond to
around ∼2% coverage of the graphene surface. However,
we observe the binding of oxygen to graphene to be stable
at room temperature (∼26 meV) and under high vacuum.
Indeed, it has previously been noted [11] that temperatures
well above room temperature are needed to remove oxygen.
This indicates binding energies are significantly greater than
thermal energies at room temperature. This observation raises
interesting questions about the nature of the binding, and
suggests binding at defect sites and/or substrate interactions
might play a role.

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) The evolution of the R(Vg ) curve with increasing laser
exposure (black to gray). (b) The extracted Dirac point shift as a
function of pulse number. This shows a reversal in sign of the doping
behavior from the oxygen doping case. The data are fitted with an
exponential decay (solid line).

In order to obtain information about the time scales and
energies associated with desorption of oxygen, we expose the
graphene to ultrafast laser pulses at near normal incidence
under high vacuum. The gate voltage is set to zero during
laser exposure to exclude any effect of surface charging on
the desorption process [11]. Electromagnetic modeling [20]
of the multilayer structure of the sample suggests that ∼1%
of the incident fluence is absorbed by the graphene flake,
corresponding to an absorbed energy density of 0.47 J m−2 .
This absorbed fluence is well below the damage threshold
for graphene and significantly smaller than in some reported
ultrafast measurements [21,22]. Also, we observe no defect
peak in the Raman spectrum after several hours of exposure
[21]. The dominant effect we observe on exposing the graphene
to an increasing number of laser pulses is a shift of VD towards
zero [Fig. 2(a)]. These photoinduced changes are stable in
vacuum at room temperature, but almost completely reversible
on redoping with oxygen, indicating that oxygen is being
removed from the surface by photoexcitation. After several
cycles of exposure and redoping we observe a slightly reduced
desorption rate, which could be the result of stronger binding
of the oxygen to photoinduced defects in graphene. We see
no evidence for photodissociation of oxygen, which would
result in a shift to higher VD due to increased binding and
corresponding electron transfer.
Figure 2(b) shows the evolution of VD with increasing laser
exposure. Each data point consists of nine averaged R(Vg )
measurements between which the sample is exposed to a 1 s
train of pulses at 1 kHz. (Single pulse induced changes are
inherently noisy due to pulse to pulse variations in the intensity
profile of the beam, an effect which is diminished by using
long pulse trains in the experiment). The Fermi level shift
associated with excitation is then extracted by fitting a peaked
function to the R(Vg ) curves. It is clear from the figure that each
additional pulse train removes less oxygen from the surface.
The line through the data points in Fig. 2(b) is an exponential
fit. Such exponential behavior is characteristic of first order
desorption kinetics, i.e., the rate of desorption is proportional
to the density of adsorbed oxygen and characterized by a
single rate constant. (We realize that there is likely more
than one adsorption site at such an inhomogeneous interface,
characterized by several different binding energies, but such
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FIG. 3. Change in Dirac point position as a function of pulse
number for three different delays between pairs of pulses. Circles are
at overlap, triangles are 400 fs, and stars are at 800 fs. Solid lines
correspond to an exponential fit to the data.

multiexponent behavior is not apparent above the noise of the
experiment.) After several hours of exposure we observe that
VD returns to a slightly higher voltage than observed before
oxygen exposure, an effect we attribute to very strongly bound
species (or even dissociated species) that are not removed at
the power levels used.
To gain insight into the nature of the oxygen binding,
we have carried out a two-pulse experiment. Such two-pulse
correlation measurements have been applied to study the time
scales and mechanisms of chemical processes at metallic
interfaces [18] and in graphene to investigate the ultrafast
photoluminescence [23]. The pulses are divided into two trains
of equal magnitude and both converge at the graphene sample
with a small (≈ 5◦ ) separation in angle. One of the trains is sent
through a delay line which introduces a delay τd between the
pairs of laser pulses. Since the desorption process is nonlinear
in nature (power dependence measurements suggest a power
law dependence of order ≈ 4 ± 0.8), we can investigate the
relevant time scales of the process by determining how
desorption rates depend on τd . In Fig. 3 we show the change in
the Fermi level position as a function of exposure to laser pulse
pairs of different delays between the two pulses. The greatest
desorption rate is observed when the pulse pairs are overlapped
in time (at τd = 0), and the effect per pulse diminishes very
quickly as the correlated pulses are displaced in time. This
effect is not due to coherent interference between the laser
pulses when overlapped in time: We minimize any coherent
artifacts by using orthogonal polarizations for the two pulses.
We characterize the decays in Fig. 3 with an exponent (solid
lines) and plot the decay rate extracted in Fig. 4(a) for multiple
delay times.
It is known from optical pump-probe measurements that
energy relaxation in graphene occurs via a three-stage process [2,3,23,24]: Electron-electron interactions lead to a hot
Boltzmann distribution of carriers within a few femtoseconds
following photoexcitation [25]. Within ∼100 fs following

FIG. 4. (a) Top panel: Extracted decay rates from exponential
fits to the data in Fig. 3. Middle panel: Integrated desorption rates
predicted by the friction model for different values of ηdiabatic which
give rise to the temperatures in (b). The dashed line shows the
β
case corresponding to ηadiabatic > ηdiabatic Tel , while the dotted line
β
corresponds to ηadiabatic < ηdiabatic Tel . For comparison, the gray line
shows the prediction when Te and Tads are thermalized. Bottom panel:
Integrated desorption rates predicted by the friction model for various
activation energies in the ηadiabatic < ηdiabatic Telβ case. (b) Adsorbate
temperatures predicted by the friction model for two excitation
pulses arriving with a delay of 400 fs. The dashed line shows the
β
case corresponding to ηadiabatic > ηdiabatic Tel , while the dotted line
β
corresponds to ηadiabatic < ηdiabatic Tel . For comparison, the gray line
shows the electron temperature in graphene.

photoexcitation, electron-phonon scattering leads to cooling
of the electron bath and heating of optical phonons. This is
followed by relaxation of the hot electron-phonon system on
the time scale of a few picoseconds. To properly model the
interaction of the adsorbed molecules with the energy absorbed
in the graphene sheet one can define a coupling between
the three important temperatures in the system; Tel , Tph , and
Tads for the electron, phonon, and adsorbate temperatures,
respectively. This description is known as the empirical friction
model and has been extensively applied to the study of surface
desorption kinetics [26–31]. While the details of calculating
the ultrafast excitation and relaxation of Tel and Tph in graphene
have been extensively discussed in the literature [2,3,23,24],
we follow the procedure outlined in Ref. [26] to model the
coupling to the molecular adsorbates. Briefly, the adsorbate
is coupled to the graphene heat baths through a coupling
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constant known as the electronic friction parameter ηel , related
through
dTads
= ηel (Tel − Tads ).
dt

(1)

Here, the coupling to the phonon thermal bath is assumed to
be negligible. There are two justifications for this approach:
First, a purely electron mediated response has been observed
in the literature for molecular oxygen desorbing from a
variety of other conducting interfaces [27–29]. Secondly,
the fast relaxation time scales seen in Fig. 4(a) suggest
a direct coupling to the fastest measurable relaxation in
graphene, which is associated with the electron temperature
[2,23]. The friction parameter itself is often assumed to be
temperature dependent [26,27,30], with the phenomenological
form
β

ηel = ηadiabatic + ηdiabatic Tel ,

(2)

where β is a constant in the range 2–4 [27]. The adiabatic
term, ηadiabatic , describes coupling to the adsorbate through
many small energy transfer events, while the diabatic term,
ηdiabatic , accounts for nonlinearities due to one off, high energy
transfer events. Figure 4(b) shows the temperature dependence
of the adsorbate bath for different forms of the coupling
constant ηel , depending on whether the adiabatic or diabatic
term dominates the dynamics. Since it is difficult to separate
the effect of T β from ηdiabatic , we simply take β = 4 (as found
for oxygen bound to metal surfaces [27]) and vary ηdiabatic ,
fixing ηadiabatic (for simplicity, assuming a value of 7.5 × 1010
β
s−1 ). We find that when ηadiabatic > ηdiabatic Tel (dashed line) the
dynamics are very slow, as Tads is decoupled from Tel , and one
β
observes a very slow rise in Tads . When ηadiabatic < ηdiabatic Tel
(dotted line) the temporal dynamics are much faster, due to the
nonlinear weighting of Tads to Tel on short time scales, and one
observes effects of the individual pulses, labeled pulse 1 and
pulse 2 in the figure. The middle panel of Fig. 4(a) shows the
time integrated desorption rate corresponding to the adsorbate
temperatures shown in Fig. 4(b). The rate of desorption r(t) is
calculated through an Arrhenius-type equation
rd (t) ∝ e−EA /[kB Tads (t)] ,

(3)

where EA is the energy of adsorption (taken for now to be
500 meV). Two distinct behaviors are seen: For the ηadiabatic >
β
ηdiabatic Tel case (dashed line), we observe an integrated desorption rate that increases with pulse separation. For comparison,
we plot the integrated desorption rate expected if Tads and Te
are thermalized [if ηadiabatic or ηdiabatic tend to infinity (gray
line)]. Both of these cases predict very different dynamics
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to those observed in experiment [top panel of Fig. 4(a)]. In
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contrast, for the ηadiabatic < ηdiabatic Tel case (dotted line), we
see a rapid decrease in integrated desorption rate with pulse
separation. Again, in this last case, fast dynamics occur due to
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similar to those measured in our experiment [top panel of
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greater than the nonequilibrium electron thermal energies
generated in our experiment. Such large binding energies are
in distinct contrast to molecular binding energies of oxygen
on graphene predicted from DFT calculations, < 60 meV [32].
There are several possible explanations for this large discrepancy. It is possible that the wrinkled nature of real graphene,
and the presence of substrate and/or defects could substantially
increase molecular binding energies [33]. As suggested by
Szymanski et al. [26], there is also an open question as to
whether photodesorption energies are entirely comparable to
the thermal desorption energies in these kinds of systems. Furthermore, it should be noted that the nature of our methodology
will weigh our results towards more strongly bound species,
as these will have the largest effect on Fermi level.
In conclusion, we have measured oxygen binding to
graphene surfaces using the unique sensitivity of the graphene
conductivity to bound surface species. Using two pulse correlation measurements we observe very fast dynamics (≈100 fs),
which suggests a strong coupling between electronic and
adsorbate thermal baths. By comparing our results to an
empirical friction model we suggest a diabatically driven
desorption mechanism with a rather large energy of desorption
of several hundred meV.
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